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Quantum dots (QDs) and nanoparticles (NPs) have been
widely studied in the past decades. Researchers and scientists
have made a great effort to research and develop QDs and
NPs for optoelectronic, sensing, and catalytic applications.
Nowadays, QDs/NPs are gradually stepping into our life
and they are being considered in new-generation products
such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) with high color ren-
dering index (CRI), displays with ultra-wide color gamut,
high performance biosensors, and environmentally friendly
cleaning devices. However, there are still existing difficulties
and problem which need to be overcome and solved such as
scalable synthetic process, better carrier transport, stability
and reliability, and environmental compatibility for QD and
NP nanomaterials.

The articles in this special issue include studies of
microstructure characterization, carrier behaviors, appli-
cation of white LEDs, biological sensing, and catalytic
hydrodechlorination for QDs and NPs. For QDs used in light
emission applications, synthesis of high-quality core/shell
QDs with optimized composition and structure is the key
to improve the emission efficiency and stability of QDs
in lighting application. The paper entitled “The Core/Shell
Structure of CdSe/ZnS Quantum Dots Characterized by X-
Ray Absorption Fine Spectroscopy” by H. Wei et al. reports

a single-step injection-free scalable synthetic method for
core/shell CdSe/ZnS QDs and investigates them by X-ray
absorption fine spectroscopy.The authors found that wurtzite
CdSe is the main core structure with a Cd-Se bond length of
2.3 Å without phase shift and thought that different emission
wavelengths are only due to the crystal size in their single-step
injection-free synthesis, which could generate organic sulfur
ligand-cappedCdSe/ZnSQDswith the nearly ideal core/shell
structure.

In many applications such as electroluminescence, core/
shell CdSe/CdS QDs are considered to be a promising
material. The carrier behavior of the QDs plays an important
role in the luminescent application. In the paper entitled
“Direct Determination of Spatial Localization of Carriers
in CdSe-CdS Quantum Dots” published by Y. Zhao et al.,
they report a simple and direct I-V measurement method
to determine the localized holes and delocalized electrons
in core/shell CdSe/CdS QDs by evaluating the CdSe/CdS
QDs-P3HT nanofibers and CdSe/CdS QDs-ZnO nanorods
nanocomposites.

High CRI lighting or wide-gamut display lighting is the
current focused topic for luminescent QDs. However, the
reabsorption loss among different sized quantum dots (QDs)
is a critical issue for those QD based white LEDs. In the paper
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entitled “High Luminescence White LEDs Prepared with 2D
Island-Pattern of Quantum Dots Dispersed Photopolymer
Films”, H.-G. Hong et al. fabricated a new film structure
of 2D island-patterns consisting of separate green and red
QDs dispersed photopolymer patterns in a zigzag form. From
experimental and simulation analyses, they confirmed that
the QD LED has better optical efficiency by employing the
QD film with the 2D island-patterns due to the reduced
reabsorption loss and obtained a promising white QD LED
with efficiency of 62.2 lm/W and CRI of 83.

Development of rapid label-free biological detectors for
bacteria or tumors is one of the most important subjects in
human health in biomedical research. In the paper entitled
“Core-Shell Structure of Gold Nanoparticles with Inosi-
tol Hexaphosphate Nanohybrids for Label-Free and Rapid
Detection by SERS Nanotechnology”, A. H. H. Mevold et
al. reported a novel Au NPs/inositol hexaphosphate (IP

6
)

nanohybrid with great stability and Raman enhancement.
This new nanohybrid detector was prepared by binding Au
NPs to IP

6
through modified Frens method for surface-

enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) detection.
In the manufacturing process of industrial materials and

products involving QDs or NPs, toxic compounds such
as aryl halides may be involved that cause environmental
hazards. Scientists have spent much effort in order to solve
the problem by catalytic hydrodechlorination (HDC) treat-
ment for those chlorinated compounds. The paper entitled
“Catalytic Hydrodechlorination of Trichlorobenzenes with
Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as Catalyst Precursor” by G. Zhang et al. inves-

tigates catalytic hydrodechlorination (HDC) of trichloroben-
zenes by an organometallic compound Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as a cat-

alyst precursor.They found that Pd(Phen)Cl
2
could smoothly

promote the HDC reactions of several TCBs to occur under
the special conditions and different dechlorination products
were detected.

The editors hope that the issue would draw attention to
the importance of current development and speed the imple-
mentation of the QDs/NPs in the market that help improve
the environment and quality of human life. We also hope
it would attract more attention of scientists and researchers
to develop QDs/NPs and solve the current difficulties and
problem in light emitting diodes, displays, optoelectronic
devices, and potential environmental problem.
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We reported the catalytic hydrodechlorination (HDC) of trichlorobenzenes by an organometallic compound Pd(Phen)Cl
2
as a

catalyst precursor.The catalyst precursor was prepared by chemical coordination reaction and characterized by FTIR and 1HNMR
techniques.TheHDC performance of Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor was evaluated on 1,2,3-, 1,2,4-, and 1,3,5-trichlorobenzenes

(TCBs). All TCBs could be converted to dechlorination products with high conversion. Products distribution was closely related
with the substrate structures and C-Cl bond energies. A reasonable reaction mechanism was also proposed.

1. Introduction

Aryl chlorides are considered the persistent toxic pollutants
because the environment does not possess a comparatively
assimilative ability [1]. The dechlorination of aryl chlorides is
becoming a global issue [2]. With the ever increasing con-
cerns for environmental protection and human health, the
safe disposal of aryl chlorides has attractedmuch attention [2,
3]. Various methods like incineration and thermal oxidation
do degrade aryl chlorides, but incomplete oxidation usually
leads to the formation of more toxic species such as dioxins
and chlorine [4]. In contrast, catalytic hydrodechlorina-
tion (HDC) may become a promising treatment for these
chlorinated compounds by means of an environmentally
friendly way [5]. Although HDC process does not usually
cause the complete destruction of pollutants, it can result
in the convenient transformation to less toxic compounds.
Other advantages of HDC reflect in high conversion levels,
conducting at low temperature and pressure, and so forth [6].

Catalytic HDC can be usually effectively performed in
both liquid and vapor phases using the supported noble
metal (Pd [2, 4, 6–8], Pt [9], and Ru [10]) or nonnoble
metal (Ni [4, 11, 12] and Ni-Mo [11]) as catalysts, among
which Pd-based catalysts are considered the most suitable

for liquid phase HDC since it can selectively replace the
chlorine element of substrate with hydrogen [7]. On the other
hand, organometallic compounds are frequently selected as
catalysts for the activation of carbon-halogen bonds [13].
Thus, it is reasonable to infer the utility of metal complexes
in the catalytic HDC reactions if only the proper hydro-
gen sources and reducing agents are provided. In fact, the
organometallic complexes containing Rh [14], Fe [15], and
Ni [16] have been reported in the HDC of aryl chlorides
with the appropriate reagents such as hydrogen [14], hydrides
[17], alcohols [18], and Grignard reagents [19] as reducing
agents. Recently, our group reported a nickel complexes
Ni[Phen]

2
(PF
6
)
2
catalyzed HDC of aryl chlorides in the

presence of zinc and water and results found that the Ni
complexes could be recycled six times without the evident
deactivation [20]. However, the reports on palladium com-
plexes used in catalytic HDC of aryl chlorides are still rarely
studied. Powell et al. reported PdCl

2
(PhCN)

2
together with

bidentate phosphine ligands as catalyst system for the HDC
of aryl chlorides in the presence of sodium formate and N,N-
dimethyl-acetamide [21].

Herein, we reported the further exploration of HDC of
aryl chlorides by organometallic complex Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as

catalyst precursor. Under the special conditions, Pd(Phen)Cl
2
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could smoothly promote the HDC reactions of several TCBs
to occur and different dechlorination products were detected.
Products distribution was closely related with the substrate
structures and C-Cl bond energies. The possible reaction
pathway was also discussed.

2. Experimental

2.1. General. PdCl
2
, phenanthroline, and other chemicals

were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Com-
pany. 1HNMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker Avance III
spectrometer (500MHz). Transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) investigations were performed with an FEI Tecnai
G2 20 microscope operated at 200 kV. Before the detection,
the catalyst was dispersed in ethanol and reduced by NaBH

4

for 10min until the color of the catalyst became black. To
confirm that the catalyst distributed uniformly, the sample
should be put into the ultrasonic vibration meter for another
30min. Catalytic HDC activity of Pd catalysts was evaluated
by gas chromatograph (GC-9790, Fuli, MD) equipped with
a flame ionization detector (FID), a PEG-20M capillary
column (30m × 0.25mm × 0.5 𝜇m), and N

2
as carrier gas.

The initial oven temperature was set at 50∘C for 3min and
was then raised with a gradient of 10∘C/min until 200∘C and
held for 5min.The temperature of the FID and injection was
settled at 250∘C.The FTIR analysis was performed onNicolet
380 spectrometer with a KBr tablet.

2.2. The Preparation of Catalyst Precursor Pd(Phen)Cl2. Typ-
ically, a solution of PdCl

2
(0.355 g, 2mmol) in acetonitrile

(50mL) was heated to 70∘C under stirring and maintained at
this temperature for 2 h. During this process a clear solution
appeared, which indicated the formation of Pd(CH

3
CN)
2
Cl
2
.

Then the solvent was removed at reduced pressure and a pale
yellow solid was obtained. The yellow solid was dissolved
in 25mL EtOH, to which a solution of 1,10-phenanthroline
(0.396 g, 2mmol) was dropwise added. With the addition
of phenanthroline, the color of solution became gradually
violent. Two hours of reaction resulted in the formation of a
substantial white precipitate, which was collected by filtration
and washed by EtOH (3 × 5mL). The product was dried
in vacuum drying oven at 50∘C for 12 h to give the catalyst
precursor Pd(Phen)Cl

2
(0.580 g, 81.23%).

2.3. The Hydrodechlorination of Aryl Chlorides. Typically,
hydrodechlorination reaction was carried out in a 150mL
three-necked, round-bottomed reactor equipped with a bal-
loon for hydrogen supply (1 atm) at a temperature of 333 K.
0.25mmol catalyst precursor was dispersed in 25mL of
MeOHbymeans of ultrasonation. To this dispersion the acid-
binding agent triethylamine (15mmol) and NaBH

4
(0.02 g)

were added. The reduction process was maintained for 1 h,
after which the aryl chlorides substrates (5mmol) were added
and the HDC reaction started counting. The aliquots of
reaction solution were taken every 30min for GC analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. The Characterization of Catalyst Precursor Pd(Phen)Cl2.
Catalyst precursor Pd(Phen)Cl

2
was firstly characterized by

FTIR technique (Figure 1(a)). The bands at 1619, 1560, 1510,
and 1421 cm−1 assigned to the skeletal vibration of Phen unit
were shifted towards high frequency region (located at 1631,
1581, 1515, and 1425 cm−1) after complexation, which was
ascribed to the sterohindrance effect. In addition, the signals
of C-H bending vibration of aryl rings were shifted from 854,
735 cm−1 to 840, 707 cm−1 after complexation, respectively
[22]. These data preliminarily implied the formation of Pd
catalyst precursor. In order to provide the more definitive
information for Pd(Phen)Cl

2
complex, 1HNMR analysis was

performed. Compared with free ligand Phen, the signals
of protons on aryl rings of Pd(Phen)Cl

2
were significantly

shifted downfield by 0.24∼0.48 ppm due to the coordination
of N atoms of Phen to Pd2+ (Figure 1(b)), which definitely
indicated the formation of catalyst precursor.Then, TEMwas
employed to examine the structure and Pd distribution of
the materials. The catalyst sample was dispersed in ethanol
by ultrasonic vibration, coordinated with phenanthroline
ligand. We can see that, after the reduction with NaBH

4
, the

particle was uniformly distributed (Figure 1(c)). For estima-
tion of particle size, at least more than 50 individual particles
were counted for each catalyst (Figure 1(d)). From the figure
of particle size distribution, we can see that most particles
(more than 75 percentage points) distributed in the intervals
3 to 4 and the distribution of the eight intervals approached
Gaussian distribution; it shows that the particle size was very
small and it distributed uniformly.

3.2. Effect of Temperature and Kinetic Analysis. In order to
investigate the effect of reaction temperature, we performed
the HDC reaction at 303, 313, 323, and 333K, respectively, by
the use of the synthesized catalyst precursor. Plots in Figure 2
show the conversion of 1,3,5-TCB as a function of time under
the different temperatures condition. Repeated experiments
gave the similar results showing considerable reproducibility.
For all cases, 1,3,5-TCB conversion always went up with time
extension and reached the plateau at different reaction time
(longer time for 303, 313 K and shorter time for 323, 333 K).
Generally, increasing temperature is always beneficial for
chemical reactions. The catalytic HDC of 1,3,5-TCB in the
present study was in good accord with this rule. For the
reaction temperature we studied, high temperature always
provided the higher conversion than those obtained at lower
temperature under the same reaction conditions. By plotting
ln(𝑐
0
/𝑐) against reaction time (𝑡), we could get a straight line

showing a first order feature for the catalytic HDC of 1,3,5-
TCB, which was similar to the previous result [23]. From
the lines in Figure 2 and ln(𝑐

0
/𝑐) = 𝑘𝑡, we had calculated

the values of rate constant 𝑘 that were listed in Table 1.
Higher reaction temperature was 𝑘 that corresponded to a
larger value implying the dependence of reaction rate on
reaction temperature. According to Arrhenius equation, the
overall apparent activation energy in the range 303–333Kwas
estimated to be 89.0 kJ/mol. The similar temperature effect
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Figure 1: Comparison of FTIR spectra (a) and 1H NMR spectra in [D
6
]DMSO (b) of free Phen ligand and Pd(Phen)Cl

2
. (Asterisks in 1H

NMR spectra denote the residual solvents signals.) The TEM of the reduzate of Pd(phen)Cl
2
(c). Particle size was calculated to analyse the

distribution (d).

was also observed in the HDC reactions of 1,2,3-TCB and
1,2,4-TCB and the corresponding activation energy values for
these two reactions were estimated to be 49.5 and 39.8 kJ/mol,
respectively.

3.3. Catalytic Activity and Product Distribution. Figure 3
shows the product distribution of 1,3,5-TCB obtained by
catalyst precursor Pd(Phen)Cl

2
at 323K as a function of reac-

tion time. From this figure, we can see that dichlorobenzene
(DCB) as one of themain products appeared at the beginning
of the reaction and its yield increased quickly in the first 2 h
of reaction time (yield up to 56%). Other products including
chlorobenzene (CB) and benzene were always present in the
reaction mixture and their yields gradually increased in the
first 3 h but their contents were relatively low (<17%). It was

interesting that the content of CB in product mixture at
3 h of reaction time became almost constant (about 15%),
while the amounts of 1,3-DCB and benzene went along the
reverse directions. Benzene content was drifting higher and
1,3-DCB’s continued to decline. This significantly suggested
a dynamic equilibrium during HDC reaction of 1,3,5-TCB.
After full conversion of 1,3,5-TCB, the sustained decrease of
1,3-DCB content as well as the increase of benzene synergis-
tically contributed to the relative constant CB amount. From
the conversion of 1,3,5-TCB (Figure 2), the dechlorination
mainly occurred at the first 4 h of reaction (forHDC reactions
at 323 and 333K) and the conversion extent of TCB was fairly
large (up to 95%). In the subsequent stage, the reaction rate
was sharply decreased and the conversion was almost near
to the maximum (98% at 5 h of reaction). Combining the
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Figure 2: Temporal 1,3,5-TCB conversion profiles at 303, 313, 323,
and 333K using Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor.

Table 1: Rate constants (𝑘) values for HDC of 1,3,5-TCB at different
reaction temperatures.

Temperature (K) Reaction rate equation 𝑘 (h−1) 𝑅
2

303 ln(𝑐
0
/𝑐) = 0.4497𝑥 − 0.4158 0.4497 0.9937

313 ln(𝑐
0
/𝑐) = 0.5382𝑥 − 0.4147 0.5382 0.9928

323 ln(𝑐
0
/𝑐) = 0.9283𝑥 − 0.6100 0.9283 0.9904

333 ln(𝑐
0
/𝑐) = 1.6570𝑥 − 1.4708 1.6570 0.9915

above results, the HDC of 1,3,5-TCB by Pd(Phen)Cl
2
catalyst

precursor could smoothly proceed in the first 3 h of reaction
and the main dechlorination product was 1,3-DCB.The poor
HDC performance at later stage (several chloro-containing
products rather than the final product benzene) could be
attributed to the deactivation of Pd catalyst. The deactivation
of Pd catalysts generally originated from HCl formed during
HDC reaction, which increased the acidity and caused the
poisoning of catalysts.

In order to make sure of the role of Pd(Phen)Cl
2
as a cat-

alyst precursor, we performed the control experiments under
the same conditions using 1,3,5-TCB as substrate. The HDC
reactions in the presence of free Phen ligand or PdCl

2
salt

instead of Pd(Phen)Cl
2
did not undergo the dechlorination

and no dechlorination products were detectable. However,
when Phen and PdCl

2
(in 1 : 1 mole ratio) were individually

added at the same time, ameasurable conversion (32% at 1.5 h
of reaction time) was observed (Figure 4). Thus we deduced
that Phen and PdCl

2
partly took part in the coordination

reaction to form Pd(Phen)Cl
2
during the reduction process,

which served as catalyst precursor to participate in the
subsequent HDC reaction. Two factors could contribute to
the moderate substrate conversion. One was that the amount
of Pd(Phen)Cl

2
formed in reduction stage or that really

participated in HDC was not as much as the cases by the
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Figure 3: Product yields of 1,3,5-TCB as a function of time at 323 K
using Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor.
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Figure 4: Temporal 1,3,5-TCB conversion profiles at 323K in the
coexistence of Phen and PdCl

2
(1 : 1 mole ratio).

direct use of Pd(Phen)Cl
2
as catalyst precursor. The other

reason was the formed HCl in HDC, which poisoned the
formed Pd(Phen)Cl

2
and weakened the coordination ability

of Phen by acid-base reaction to steadily produce com-
plex Pd(Phen)Cl

2
. Therefore, after the maximum conversion

32% at 1.5 h appeared no further substrate conversion was
observable. All these results inferred indirectly the role of
Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor, which really participated

in the HDC reaction of aryl chlorides.
Figure 5(a) shows the overall HDC conversion profiles of

1,2,3-, 1,2,4-, and 1,3,5-TCB. No significant difference could
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Figure 5: Temporal conversion profiles of 1,2,3-, 1,2,4-, and 1,3,5-TCB (a) and product yields of 1,2,3-TCB (b) and 1,2,4-TCB (c) as a function
of time at 323K using Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor.

be distinguished. As shown by 1,3,5-TCB, HDC of 1,2,3- and
1,2,4-TCB by Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor also gave

the similar products yields tendency except for 1,2,4-TCB
case with two DCB products (Figures 5(b) and 5(c)). In the
initial reaction stage (2-3 h), DCB converted directly from the
corresponding TCBs always served as the main products that
existed in corresponding reactionmixtures and their contents
were steadily going up with reaction time. After the almost
full conversion of the original chlorinated substrates (ca. 2-
3 h of reaction time), DCB primarily underwent the further
dechlorination to afford CB or benzene due to the lack of

the sustained production of DCB and thus the relative DCB
amounts started to decline. In addition, CB appeared at the
beginning of the reaction, but the yields passed through a
maximum at 4 h of reaction time and then began to drop. As
the final dechlorination product, benzene was always present
in the reaction mixture but the contents were relatively low.
Although the amount of benzene in these two cases always
kept rising, the yields were in the range from 35% to 45% even
extending to 12 h of reaction time.This phenomenon implied
that the deactivation of catalyst was equally encountered in
the HDC of 1,2,3- and 1,2,4-TCB.
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as catalyst precursor at 323 K. Only the product yields of 1,3-DCBwere depicted as atypical since the similar results were observed in the cases
of 1,2- and 1,4-DCB.

For the DCB products distribution in the HDC reactions
of 1,2,3- and 1,2,4-TCB, the C-Cl bond energy as well as the
steric hindrance effect of C-Cl bonds could give a reasonable
explanation. It is well known that the insertion reaction
between C-Cl bond and active catalyst center (Pd(0) in our
case) forming oxidative adduct complex is the rate deter-
mining step for the dechlorination [23]. For polychloride,
producing what type of oxidative adduct complex depends
not only on the C-Cl bond energy, but also on the steric
hindrance of C-Cl position. Generally, the C-Cl bond with
the relatively low C-Cl bond energy (having the equivalent
steric hindrance compared with other C-Cl bonds) or small
steric hindrance (possessing the equivalent C-Cl bond energy
compared with other C-Cl bonds) prefers to afford the
corresponding oxidative adduct complex. For 1,2,3-TCB in
our case, the bigger steric hindrance of C(2)-Cl bond together
with the equivalent bond energies of three C-Cl bonds (the
bond energies of C(1)-Cl, C(2)-Cl, and C(3)-Cl bonds were
325.6, 325.7, and 325.6 kJ/mol [24], resp.) was responsible for
the sole 1,2-DCB production. In contrast, the bond energy of
C-Cl bond played a dominant role for producing what type
of DCB products in the case of 1,2,4-TCB. Although the steric
hindrance on C(1)-Cl and C(2)-Cl bonds was slightly bigger
than that on C(4)-Cl bond, much difference in bond energies
betweenC(4)-Cl (336.8 kJ/mol), C(1)-Cl (331.6 kJ/mol), C(2)-
Cl (329.4 kJ/mol) bonds caused the insertion reaction to
occur in C(1)-Cl or C(2)-Cl bonds, which resulted in the
production of 1,3- and 1,4-DCB rather than 1,2-DCB.

In the HDC reactions of 1,2,3-, 1,2,4-, and 1,3,5-TCB,
the corresponding DCB as the main products appeared
from the beginning of the reaction and their yields passed

through a maximum and then were gradually declined.
This phenomenon implied that DCB would be a reaction
intermediate. In order to determine whether DCBs were the
intermediates, we studied the reactivity of 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-
DCB under the same conditions (Figure 6(a)). The results
indicated that three DCBs were smoothly dechlorinated
and converted into the dechlorination products CB and
benzene (Figure 6(b)), which verified the feature of DCBs
as an intermediate. The difference in C-Cl bond energy and
steric hindrance could account for the reactivity difference
of 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-DCB. 1,3-DCB with moderate steric
hindrance and lowest C-Cl bond energy (376.1 kJ/mol) [25]
demonstrated the best reactivity. The crowded surrounding
of two neighbored C-Cl bonds together with the higher C-
Cl bond energy (385.8 kJ/mol) [25] made 1,2-DCB exhibit the
worstHDCperformance.Themost preferred spatial situation
and the highest C-Cl bond energy (392.0 kJ/mol) [25] allowed
1,4-DCB to have the mediated reactivity.

3.4. Possible Mechanism of HDC of Aryl Chlorides. In order
to better understand the nature of HDC of aryl chlorides
by the Pd catalyst precursor Pd(Phen)Cl

2
, we proposed a

reasonable mechanism (Figure 7). For palladium-mediated
dehalogenation reactions, the palladium (0) is widely con-
sidered as the catalytic active specie that promoted the
formation of the oxidative adduct complex. In our case,
the complex Pd(Phen)Cl

2
was reduced by reducing agent

NaBH
4
to form the really active catalyst center Pd(0) (1).

In the presence of hydrogen, active center 1 was further
converted into palladium-hybrid complex 2. The control
experiment using nitrogen instead of hydrogen could not
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give any dechlorination product, which suggested the real
hydrogen source was coming from hydrogen gas rather than
the solvent methanol. Then, complex 2 reacted with aryl
chloride to afford the oxidative adduct complex 3 as men-
tioned above. With the aid of acid-binding reagent, complex
3 was further transformed to compound 4 by the release
of HCl. Undergoing a beta hydride elimination compound
4 afforded the expected hydrodechlorination product and
regenerated the active Pd(0) species. The successive HDC of
polychlorinated aryl gave various products. Generally, it is
believed that the rate determining step for dechlorination is
the oxidative addition of aryl chlorides and the electron-rich
ligands are beneficial for this step. The relative high electron
donating feature of Phen ligand partly accounted for the
relatively fast conversion of chlorinated substrates.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we investigated the HDC performance of
Pd(Phen)Cl

2
as catalyst precursor using TCBs as substrates.

All TCBs could be fully converted under the described
conditions, but they could not be degraded completely to
produce the final dechlorination product benzene, which was
ascribed to the deactivation of catalyst. Products distribution
was closely related to the substrate structures and C-Cl bond
energies. The possible reaction pathway was also discussed.
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Since the reabsorption loss among different size quantum dots (QDs) is a critical issue in the QD based white LEDs, we proposed
and fabricated new film structure of 2D island-patterns consisting of separate green and red QDs dispersed photopolymer patterns
in a zigzag form. A small air-gap such as 60 𝜇m between QD islands helps to control the optical path at the interface to reduce
the lateral reabsorption loss to enhance the optical efficiency of white LED. The 2D island-patterns of QD phosphor film were
fabricated using a UV imprinting process and compared the optical efficiency with the other QD film structure prepared with same
QD concentrations and thicknesses such as a mixed and separately layered QD structure. Experimental and simulation analysis
were performed to confirm the better optical efficiency from the 2D island-patterns of QD films due to the reduced reabsorption
loss. High luminescence white LED was finally realized with 2D island-patterns of QD film, resulting in a luminous efficiency of
62.2 lm/W and CRI of 83 with CCT of 4537K at the operation current of 60mA.

1. Introduction

Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have recently received
an attention to be used in the field of optoelectronics and
displays due to their color converting property based on the
quantum confinement effect. For instance, it is possible to
tune the emission wavelength of QDs simply by varying their
size in the nanometer range. Some advantages such as high
quantum efficiency, broad range of emission wavelengths,
and good photostability make QDs preferable luminescent
nanomaterials in many applications [1–5]. For example, the
fabrication of QD based white LEDs involves the use of a blue
LED chip as blue light and excitation energy source, along
with green and red QDs to produce white light [6, 7]. How-
ever, the optical performance is affected by the reabsorption
among QDs if the different size QDs are blended together.
A reabsorption loss at red QDs with the light emitted from
greenQDs occurs due to their overlapped range of absorption
and emission wavelengths. This imposes an upper limit of
color conversion efficiency, making it difficult to achieve high
luminescence white LEDs using QD nanomaterials. Some

research papers reported the fabrication of noble structure
to improve the quantum efficiency in the QD film, including
the stacking of different size QDs in separate layers [8, 9].
However, this separately layered QD structure still includes
the possibility of reabsorption loss to the vertical direction of
QD layers.

To overcome this reabsorption issue in the phosphor film
based on QD dispersed polymer, we proposed 2D island-
pattern of QD films, in which the green and red QDs are
arranged separately in a zigzag form on the same layer with
an air-gap between QD islands.The effect of air-gap in newly
proposed QD film structure was evaluated by an optical
simulation. Then we fabricated the 2D island-pattern of QD
film using a UV imprinting process. For the comparison, two
other QD film structures such as the mixed and separately
layered QD structures were prepared and evaluated. Then
the color conversion efficiency from different QD films was
measured to understand the difference of reabsorption loss.
Finally high luminescence white LED was fabricated with 2D
island-pattern ofQDdispersed photopolymer film to confirm
the enhanced optical efficiency with 2D island-patterns.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for the color conversion and reabsorption issue in different types of QD film for white LEDs: (a) mixed, (b)
separately layered, and (c) 2D island-patterns of QD dispersed photopolymer films.

2. Design and Fabrication Methods

2.1. Proposal of QD Film with 2D Island-Patterns. The QD
based white LEDs can be achieved by receiving higher energy
from a blue LED chip and converting to longer wavelengths
of green and red lights. A remote type phosphor film was
considered in this study to improve thermal and photonic
stabilities of QDs [10].Three QD film structures were consid-
ered in this study, including (1) mixed, (2) separately layered,
and (3) newly proposed 2D island-patterns of QD films, as
shown in Figure 1. A mixed QD structure can be prepared
by simply mixing two different size QDs having 530 nm and
620 nm emission peaks. A separately layered QD structure
is fabricated by locating two QDs into different layers. The
structure of 2D island-patterns of QD film involves the lateral
alignment of two different size QDs in a zigzag form on the
same layer. In a mixed type, both QDs are simply blended
together, resulting in severe reabsorption by red 620 nmQDs

for the light emitted from green 530 nm QDs. In case of
separately layered type, red QDs are placed in lower layer to
decrease the reabsorption loss, but there is still a reabsorption
loss since the green light converted from 530 nm QDs is
emitted to all directions to be reabsorbed in 620 nm QDs.

Thus we proposed and designed new 2D island-patterns
of QD film, which is designed to control the location and
distance between green and red QDs island-patterns, thereby
decreasing the reabsorption loss. In addition, a small air-
gap between QD islands can control the optical path by
total internal reflection at the interface to reduce the lateral
reabsorption loss, resulting in the improvement of optical
efficiency.

2.2. Fabrication and Evaluation of QD Films. For the QD
phosphor films, the 530 nm green and 620 nm red QDs hav-
ing a CdSe/ZnS core-shell structure were made by ourselves
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram for the fabrication of QD phosphor films by a UV imprinting process for (a) mixed, (b) separately layered, and
(c) 2D island-pattern structure.
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Figure 3:The photomicrographs in the cross-sectional view for QD phosphor films prepared by a UV imprinting process with (a) mixed, (b)
separately layered, and (c) 2D island-pattern structure.

and used without any modification. After dispensing in the
solvent of toluene, the QD solution was blended with the
photopolymer (SM01, Minuta Technology Co., Ltd.) at a
concentration of 1 wt.% of QDs and placed under a vacuum
chamber to remove the solvent and undesirable bubbles.
Finally, an ultraviolet (UV) imprinting process was applied
to produce different structures of QD phosphor films such
as the mixed, separately layered, and 2D island-patterns.
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram for the fabrication of
QD phosphor films using a UV imprinting process. Soft
molds were prepared by a photolithographic process on
Si wafer and the following replicating process to the soft
material, as reported before [11]. For Si master, Si wafer
was spin coated with CNR-4400-15 photoresist (Advanced
Chemtech, Inc., USA), followed by the exposing process
with UV light using an MA6 mask aligner (Suss MicroTec,
Germany). A developing process was followed to create the
engraved area of 23 × 23mm2. Then, the UV transparent
softmolds were fabricated with aMINS-311 polymer (Minuta
Technology Co., Ltd.) by replicating the Si master. In this
study, four different soft molds were prepared to realize
various QD phosphor film structures. Then, QD coating
solution was poured into PET substrate, which was pressed
by the soft mold and followed by UV irradiation. For the
mixed QD film, two coating solutions were mixed and used

for the UV imprinting to produce the film thickness of
25 𝜇m.

Two soft molds having an engraved form of 12.5 𝜇m
depth were used to produce two QD films of 530 nm and
620 nm QDs and attached together for the separately layered
structure (or layer-by-layer (LBL)) of QD film. For 2D island-
patterns of QD film as shown in Figure 2(c), the engraved
form of 25 𝜇m depth having many island-patterns of 500 ×
500 𝜇m2 inside was used separately to produce the 530 nm
and 620nn QD film. Then two QD films were attached
together under themicroscopy to align themusing the special
alignment marks which was included in the Si master. After
attaching two QD films, the QD island-patterns with an air-
gap of 60𝜇m between two different size QD islands were
realized. Figure 3 shows the photomicrographs in the cross-
sectional view for three differentQDphosphor films prepared
on PET substrate. All QD films have same thickness of 25 𝜇m
and same QD concentration of 1 wt.% for both 530 nm and
620 nm QDs.

To understand the effect of reabsorption loss, photolu-
minescence (PL) intensity spectrum was measured for the
fabricated three different QD films using a PL spectrometer
(PerkinElmer LS45), as shown in Figure 4. In the mixed
structure ofQDfilm, represented by green color in Figure 4, a
relatively lower intensity was observed from greenQDs while
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Figure 5: The fabricated white LEDs with QD phosphor films of 2D island-pattern: (a) 2D island-pattern of QD films, (b) white LED after
packaging, and (c) white LED with the electrical power on.

a relatively higher intensity occurred by red QDs. This result
reveals that there is severe reabsorption at 620 nmredQDs for
the light emitted from 530 nm greenQDs since twoQDswere
scattered and interfered easily in the mixed structure of QD
films. In case of the separately layered structure of QD film,
represented by blue color in Figure 4, the 530 nm green and
620 nm red peaks show 53% higher and 40% lower intensity
than those of mixed QD film, respectively. This result means
that the separate placement of different QDs in upper and
lower layers helps to reduce the reabsorption loss even though
there is still some loss in the vertical stacking direction of QD
layers. Finally, the PL spectrum from 2D island-patterns of
QD films shows a remarkable enhanced intensity for 530 nm
green QDs with the similar intensity from 620 nm red QDs.
Thuswe can conclude that 2D island-pattern of QDphosphor
films proposed in this study can reduce the reabsorption loss
effectively among different size QDs to enhance the optical
efficiency in the QD film.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. White LEDs Based on QD Phosphor Films
3.1.1. Fabrication and Evaluation of White LEDs. Since more
converted green and red lights are required to produce white
LEDs, QD concentration was increased to 10wt.% of 530 nm
QDs and 5wt.% of 620 nm QDs while the film thickness
was kept same as 25 𝜇m. Three different structures of QD

films were fabricated again and diced into small pieces of 5
× 5mm2 to place on top of 5050 blue LED package, as shown
in Figure 5(a). InGaN-based blue LED chips (LumimicroCo.,
Korea) were used with the peak wavelength of 455 nm and
the optical power of 200mW. Then silicone epoxy is filled in
LED chip package and covered by above diced QD phosphor
film as a remote type phosphor. Figure 5 shows the fabricated
white LEDs with 2D island-pattern of QD films.

Then, the QD based white LEDs were evaluated using
an integrating sphere to obtain color coordinates as well as
intensity spectrum. Figure 6 shows the intensity spectrum
for QD based white LEDs prepared with three different
structures of QD phosphor films. As expected, there is
relatively strong peak from 530 nm green QDs for white
LEDs prepared with 2D island-pattern structure due to less
reabsorption by 620 nm red QDs. In addition, white LED
prepared with the mixed structure resulted in relatively lower
peak of 530 nm and relatively higher peak of 620 nm. To
evaluate the relative QD conversion efficiency quantitatively
in the QD phosphor film, we define the color conversion
efficiency as

color conversion efficiency (%)

=

total converted optical power to green and red
the used optical power of blue light

× 100.

(1)
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Table 1: Measurement data on optical power for white LEDs prepared with the mixed, separately layered, and 2D island-patterns of QD film.

Input optical power of blue LED (200mW)
Mixed Separately layered 2D island-pattern

Total optical power of LED (mW) 67.909 69.408 81.453
Blue 21.772 22.164 32.225
Green (QD 530) 8.886 12.632 14.614
Red (QD 620) 37.251 34.612 34.614
Color conversion efficiency (%) 25.89 26.57 29.34

Since the penetrated amount of blue light is different from
three different QD film structures, we considered the used
(or decreased) power of blue light as a reference for the
calculation of color conversion efficiency. The measured
optical power is summarized with relative intensity of blue,
green, and red lights in Table 1. White LEDs prepared from
the mixed and separately layered (or LBL) structures show
similar values of color conversion efficiency with 25.89% and
26.57%, respectively. In case of white LED prepared with
2D island-pattern structure, it was improved effectively with
29.34% which means 13.3% and 10.4% higher than those
prepared with the mixed and separately layered structure,
respectively. The color coordinates for white LEDs prepared
by the mixed, separately layered (or LBL), and 2D island-
pattern were also measured as (0.2883, 0.2028), (0.2598,
0.2084), and (0.2602, 0.2472). Thus it is also clear from the
color coordinates that the reabsorption loss among QDs
can be reduced to present more green light in white LEDs
prepared with 2D island-patterns of QD film.

3.1.2. Simulation on the Air-Gap between QD Islands. To
verify the effectiveness of air-gap between QD islands in
the 2D island-pattern, 2D continuous pattern without air-
gap was also evaluated by optical simulation. The simulation

based on the ray tracing and Monte Carlo method was
performed which is reported in our previous paper [10].
White LED includes blue LED chips of 455 nm wavelength
with Lambertian distribution and 200mW optical power at
the operation current of 60mA. LED package and remote
type QD phosphor films are kept same as those in case
of experimental measurement, including the film thickness
of 25 𝜇m and the QD concentration to 10wt.% of 530 nm
QDs and 5wt.% of 620 nm QDs. An optical reflectance on
the surface of LED package was assumed to be 85% with a
Lambertian distributed scattering. Absorption and emission
spectrum aswell as quantum efficiency of QDs in theQDfilm
were measured experimentally and used in this simulation.
The quantum efficiency of 530 nm and 620 nm QDs in the
film was 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. For the comparison, white
LEDs prepared with different structures of QD films such as
mixed and separately layered QD film were also evaluated.
The quantitative evaluation data on the color conversion
efficiency as a function of QDfilm structures are summarized
in Table 2. The color conversion efficiency of white LEDs
prepared with 2D island-pattern is best with 29.8% which is
very similar to that of experimental result. In case of white
LED prepared with 2D continuous pattern, almost the same
value to that of the separately layered QD structure is shown.
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Table 2: Simulation results for white LEDs prepared with mixed, separately layered, 2D island-pattern, and 2D continuous pattern of QD
films.

Input optical power of blue LED (200mW)
Mixed Separately layered 2D island-pattern 2D continuous pattern

Total optical power of LED (mW) 64.682 68.266 98.340 72.903
Blue 19.875 20.116 55.168 24.628
Green (QD 530) 10.000 9.170 17.255 18.198
Red (QD 620) 34.806 38.980 25.917 30.077
Color conversion efficiency (%) 24.87 26.77 29.81 27.53
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Figure 7: (a) Intensity spectrum and (b) color coordinates for high luminous white LED prepared with 2D island-pattern of QD phosphor
film, resulting in the high luminous efficiency of 62.2 lm/W and CRI of 83 at the operation current of 60mA.

This similarity is related to the fact that there is an optical
interference laterally at the interface between 2D patterns of
different size QDs to produce a reabsorption loss at the inter-
face in case of 2D continuous pattern film. In the separately
layered structure, there is an optical interference vertically
between upper and lower layers. Thus, it is understood that
2D island-pattern having air-gap between QD islands is the
best structure in the QD phosphor film.

3.2. High Luminescence White LEDs. Finally, high lumines-
cence white LED with relatively high CRI in general CCT
range was fabricated and evaluated. Figure 7 shows intensity
spectrum for white LED prepared with 2D island-pattern of
QD dispersed photopolymer film. To realize this white LED,
the concentration of QDs was increased to 25wt.% of 530 nm
QDs and 10wt.% of 620 nm QDs while the film thickness
was kept same as 25 𝜇m. The white LED developed in this
study shows high luminous efficiency of 62.2 lm/W at the
operation current of 60mA and high CRI of 83 with the color
coordinates of (0.3585, 0.3572) and CCT of 4537K. Actually,
we believe that these experimental data for the luminous
efficiency and CRI from the QD based white LED are a
leading edge result in this field. Thus, we can conclude that
2D island-pattern of QD phosphor films has an advantage to
realize high luminous efficiency as well as high CRI.

4. Conclusions

To overcome the reabsorption loss among different size QDs
in the QD based white LEDs, new structure of QD phosphor
films was proposed and fabricated to enhance the luminous
efficiency as well as color conversion efficiency. New QD
phosphor film consists of 2D island-pattern of different size
QDs in a zigzag form with a small air-gap such as 60𝜇m
between QD islands. The air-gap helps to control the optical
path at the interface to reduce the lateral reabsorption loss,
resulting in the improvement of optical efficiency of white
LEDs. Different structures were fabricated with same con-
centrations and thicknesses using a UV imprinting process,
including the mixed, separately layered, and 2D island-
pattern of QD phosphor films.

A comparative analysis was performed both in simulation
and experiment to confirm the enhancement of optical
efficiency due to the reduced reabsorption loss among QDs
in the 2D island-pattern of QD film. The color conversion
efficiency shows the improvement of 10.4% and 13.3%, com-
pared to those of the separately layered andmixed structures,
respectively. The effectiveness of air-gap in newly proposed
QD film structure was also verified by simulation after the
comparison with 2D continuous QD pattern without air-gap.
Finally, white LEDs were fabricated with 2D island-pattern
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of QD phosphor film to realize high luminous efficiency of
62.2 lm/W and high CRI of 83 with color coordinates of
(0.3585 and 0.3572) CCT of 4537K. Thus, we can conclude
that 2D island-pattern of QD phosphor films is the best
structure to realize high luminescence white LEDs.
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Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) have gained significant attention due to their tunable band gap, simple solution processability, ease
of scale-up, and low cost. By carefully choosing the materials, core-shell heterostructure QDs (HQDs) can be further synthesized
with a controlled spatial spread of wave functions of the excited electrons and holes for various applications. Many investigations
have been done to understand the exciton dynamics by optical characterizations. However, these spectroscopic data demonstrate
that the spatial separation of the excitons cannot distinguish the distribution of excited electrons and holes. In this work, we report
a simple and direct method to determine the localized holes and delocalized electrons in HQDs.The quasi-type-II CdSe-CdS core-
shell QDs were synthesized via a thermolysis method. Poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) nanofiber and ZnO nanorods were selected
as hole and electron conductor materials, respectively, and were combined with HQDs to form two different nanocomposites.
Photoelectrical properties were evaluated under different environments via a quick and facile characterization method, confirming
that the electrons in the HQDs were freely accessible at the surface of the nanocrystal, while the holes were confined within the
CdSe core.

1. Introduction

Colloidal quantum dots (QDs) have attracted attention for
several optoelectronic applications due to their tunable band
gap, simple solution processability, ease of scale-up, and high
reproducibility [1–4]. By carefully choosing the materials,
core-shell heterostructure QDs (HQDs) can be further syn-
thesized to have a staggered alignment of band edges. For
instance, it was reported that type-IHQDs, such as CdSe-ZnS
core-shell QDs, would trap the excitons within the CdSe core,
leading to maximum fluorescence efficiency. These type-I
HQDs find widespread applications in biodiagnostics, light
emitting diodes, and so forth [5, 6]. On the other hand, the
HQDs can also be designed to have a core-shell interface,
where only excited electron or the hole encounters a potential
barrier, named “quasi-type-II” QDs. Due to the significantly
nonoverlapping wave functions of excited electron and hole
in this type of HQDs, the exciton lifetime of the HQDs

is long. For instance, it is widely reported that the excited
electrons in CdSe-CdS HQDs are delocalized in the entire
hetero-nanocrystal, due to a negligible conduction level offset
between the CdSe core and CdS shell; meanwhile a large
valence level offset confines the holes within the CdSe core [7,
8]. Taking the advantage of the spatial separation of excitons,
the quasi-type-II HQDs were considered as a promising light
absorbing candidate for photovoltaics.

Many works have been done to investigate the exciton
dynamics in the HQDs via optical characterizations, such
as transient absorption (TA) spectroscopic measurements
and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) spectroscopic
measurements [9–11]. However, from these spectroscopic
data, one can observe either the shift of absorption peak or the
decay of the emission lifetime, which only helps to demon-
strate the “relative” spatial separation of excitons rather than
the actual spatial distribution of the excited electrons and
holes within the heteronanocrystal. Surprisingly, there are
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very few investigations reporting the direct methods which
can directly determine the actual distribution of excitons in
the HQDs. Finding out a solution to determine the spatial
distribution of the hole/electron is useful for a better design
of devices. By comparing the current response of HQDs
together with the hole conductor and electron conductor, one
can easily assess whether the holes are confined, or vice versa.

In this work, we report a facile characterization method
to determine the spatial separation of excitons in HQDs,
showing an unambiguous proof of the confinement of excited
holes. We combined CdSe-CdS core-shell HQDs with P3HT
to form HQD-P3HT nanocomposite. Poly(3-hexylthio-
phene) (P3HT) is a p-type conjugated polymer, which has
been widely investigated as a hole conductor in many optoe-
lectronic devices, owing to its high mobility [12]. The photo-
electrical properties of the obtained HQD-P3HT nanocom-
posite were measured via I-V measurements. We found a
“turn-on” behavior under low bias voltage in the current
response curve, indicating the localization of the excited hole
in the CdSe core. Meanwhile, when combined with ZnO
nanorods, used as electron conductors, the current showed
a fast increase in the low bias voltage with no indication of a
“turn-on” voltage in the I-V measurements. Thus, we con-
firmed that the electrons from HQDs were freely accessible
in the entire nanocrystal, while the holes were confined in
the CdSe core. We believe that this is the first instance of
a direct evaluation of the (de)localization of the carriers in
quasi-type-II HQDs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials. Cadmium oxide (CdO) (99.9%), selenium
powder (99.9%), sulfur powder (99.9%), 1-octadecene (ODE)
(90%), oleic acid (OA) (90%), n-hexane (90%), trioctylphos-
phine (TOP) (90%), zinc acetate dihydrate (98%), mercap-
topropionic acid (MPA), and hexamethylenetetramine (hex-
amine) (99.5%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Zinc
nitrate was purchased from Merck. All chemicals were used
without further purification.

2.2. Synthesis of CdSe-CdS QDs

2.2.1. Stock Solution Preparation. Cd-oleate was prepared by
heating the mixture solution of CdO powder with ODE and
OA to 170∘C for 2 h with N

2
flow. TOP-Se was made by

mixing Se powder with ODE and TOP at 200∘C for 2 h. TOP-
S solution was prepared by mixing S powder with ODE and
TOP at room temperature under N

2
atmosphere.

2.2.2. Synthesis of CdSe-CdS QDs. Cd-oleate was added to
4mL of ODE and heated up to 220∘C. 1mL of TOP-Se was
rapidly injected into the solution for 30min to form CdSe
core. 1mL of the obtained core solution was added to 4mL
ODE and heated up to 300∘C; Cd-oleate and TOP-S were
injected dropwise in sequence. The injection process was
repeated several times in order to grow a thick shell.

The final products were washed by ethanol and redis-
persed in hexane to form HQDs solution.

2.3. Synthesis of ZnO Nanorods

2.3.1. ZnO Seed Layer Preparation. 0.085 g zinc acetate was
added to 8mL ethanol and the solutionwas stirred until com-
plete dissolution. 100 𝜇L of the solution was then drop-casted
on the precleaned glass substrate, which was then heated to
300∘C for 30min to form a thin layer of ZnO seed strongly
adhered onto the substrate.

2.3.2. ZnO Nanorods Growth. Zinc nitrate and hexamine
(molar ratio 1 : 1) were added to DI water in sequence and the
solutionwas stirred until complete dissolution.The precursor
solution was then transferred into a sealable container and
the glass substrate with ZnO seed layer was placed inverted
into the precursor solution. The container was then sealed
and immersed into a glycerin bath at 85∘C for 6-hour growth.
Thereafter, the glass substrate was taken out and was gently
rinsed in the deionized water to rinse away large precipi-
tates. To optimize the process, three series of experiments
were designed: (1) varying the precursor concentration from
10mM to 100mM, (2) varying the reaction time from 2 h to
14 h, and (3) varying reaction temperature from 65∘C to 95∘C.

2.4. Fabrication of the Nanocomposite

2.4.1. HQD-P3HT Nanocomposite. The HQDs solution was
mixed with P3HT nanofiber solution, stirring for more than
24 hours under N

2
atmosphere until the HQDs were attached

to P3HT nanofibers.

2.4.2. HQD-ZnO Nanocomposite. The ZnO nanorods sub-
strate was first immersed into the HQDs solution for 5 sec-
onds and then was lifted up gently for drying. Afterwards, the
substrate was immersed into MPA solution for a few seconds
and was lifted up for drying. This dip-coating route was
repeated 3 times to ensure sufficient HQDs attached onto the
ZnO nanorods.

2.5. Characterization. The absorption spectra of ZnO nano-
rods and their nanocomposite were obtained by using Perk-
inElmer’s Lambda 750 UV/Vis spectrometer. Scanning Elec-
tronMicroscopy (SEM)was donewith aZeissUltra 55 to con-
firm the different size of ZnO nanorods. Transmission Elec-
tron Microscopy (TEM) was done with a JEOL JEM-2100F
operating at 200 kV to confirm the hybrid ZnO nanorod
and QDs. The photoelectrical properties were evaluated
under different environments: no illumination, visible light
illumination (0.1mW/cm2), and UV illumination (360 nm;
0.5mW/cm2), by using Karl Suss PM5 and HP precision
semiconductor parameter analyzer (Hewlett Packard 4156A).

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Morphology and Optical Property of HQDs and HQD-
P3HT Nanocomposite. TheCdSe-CdS core-shell HQDs were
synthesized via thermolysis method, using a similar route
reported in our earlier work [13]. The obtained HQDs had a
very thick CdS shell (>20 nm) overcoating a spherical CdSe
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Figure 1: (a) TEM micrograph of CdSe-CdS HQDs (insets: indexed fast Fourier transform image and a schematic representation of the
HQD). (b) TEM micrograph of P3HT nanofibers. (c) TEM micrograph of HQD-P3HT nanocomposite. (d) Absorption spectra of P3HT
nanofibers and HQD-P3HT nanocomposite (insets: absorption spectra of HQDs).

corewith diameter of∼4 nm.Due to a uniform crystal growth
along the cubic {111} direction, the CdS shell showed a tetra-
hedralmorphology, as shown in Figure 1(a). Our earlier study
indicated the occurrence of spatial separation of excitons in
the HQDs by a series of optical characterizations [13]. To
further determine whether the holes are trapped within the
CdSe core of these HQDs, the synthesized HQDs were com-
bined with a solution of P3HT nanofibers to form a HQD-
P3HT nanocomposite solution. We have reported a con-
trolled synthesis of P3HT nanofiber via a modified whisker
method.The highly crystalized P3HT nanofibers, with diam-
eter of ∼20 nm and length of ∼2𝜇m, were obtained at room
temperature, as shown in Figure 1(b) [13, 14]. P3HT was
chosen because it is a well-known hole conducting material
with superior conductivity when in the form of nanofibers
[15]. The morphology of nanocomposite was analyzed by
TEM and it was found that HQDs were well attached along
the P3HT nanofibers (Figure 1(c)). The absorption spectra
of pristine P3HT nanofibers as well as the HQD-P3HT
nanocomposite were measured for comparison (Figure 1(d)).
A significant difference of absorbance intensity was found
between the two samples, especially in the UV range. For the

pristine P3HT nanofibers, the absorbance intensity started to
decrease after 500 nm. In contrast, an increase of absorbance
intensity was observed after 500 nm for the HQD-P3HT
nanocomposite, which is attributed to the presence of HQDs.

3.2. Photoelectrical Property of HQD-P3HT Nanocomposite.
The obtained nanocomposite solution was drop-casted on
an interdigitated electrode (IDE) with a spacing of 3𝜇m
between electrodes. It was found that the IDE exhibited red
luminescence under the UV light due to the presence of
HQDs (Figure 2(a)). The I-V response across the electrodes
was recorded under different environments, as shown in
Figure 2(d). For comparison, similar I-V measurements with
nanocomposite containing CdS single crystal QDs and pris-
tine P3HT nanofibers were also performed (Figures 2(b) and
2(c)). Interestingly, we found that the current response of
nanocomposite under all the three illumination conditions
showed a distinct “turn-on” behavior. Furthermore, it was
found that the “turn-on” voltage decreased with the energy
of the illuminating light, lowest under UV illumination
and highest under dark conditions. Nevertheless, these I-V
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Figure 2: I-V response curves of (a) pristine P3HT nanofibers (insets: schematic diagram of Au electrode), (b) CdS-P3HT nanocomposite,
and (c) HQD-P3HT nanocomposite. (d) Schematic potential diagram showing the alignment of the energy levels of the HQD-P3HT
nanocomposite.

curves suggested that until a sufficient threshold voltage is
provided there is negligible current flow. P3HT is a hole-
conductor polymer; this I-V response indicated that under
low bias voltage very few holes from the HQDs could reach
P3HT nanofibers (Figure 2(d)). We therefore assumed that
holes generated from the HQDs were initially trapped in the
CdSe core and very few holes could be conducted out by
P3HT. Only under a sufficient high bias voltage could the
holes overcome the potential barrier at the core-shell inter-
face and pass through the shell. Eventually, the released holes
reached P3HT nanofibers, resulting in a sharp increase in
measured current. For pristine P3HT nanofibers, visible light
illumination resulted in the highest current, while in the case
of nanocomposite with CdS QDs, UV illumination resulted
in the highest measured current levels due to the existence
of CdS QDs. However, in both of the reference cases, there
was no observation of a similar “turn-on” voltage, which
confirmed the confinement of holes in the HQDs.

3.3.Morphology andOptical Property ofHQD-ZnONanocom-
posite. To further demonstrate the availability of the excited

electrons on the surface of the HQDs, the HQDs were
combinedwith ZnOnanorods to formHQD-ZnOnanocom-
posite. Unlike the case of HQD-P3HT nanocomposite, we
expected that the electrons would be delocalized in the whole
HQDs and could be conducted out easily. ZnO was chosen
since it is a well-known electron conductor material, owing
to its wide band gap [15, 16]. ZnO nanorods were synthesized
via a chemical bath deposition [17, 18]. Different parameters,
such as precursor concentrations, reaction time, and reaction
temperature, were systematically investigated to optimize
the synthesis process. It is found that, with the increasing
concentration of precursors, the average diameter of final
ZnOnanorods increased,while the average length of nanorod
decreased. This could be attributed to a faster growth on
lateral direction under a higher precursor concentration
environment, leading to thicker but shorter nanorods. Mean-
while, the nanorods become more aligned on the substrate
with the prolonged time and average length of nanorods
increased with prolonged time. In addition, it is confirmed
that the average diameter of ZnO nanorods dramatically
increased once the temperature increased from 65∘C to 75∘C,
while there was negligible increase in diameter from 75∘C to
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95∘C. Hence, we conclude that the critical temperature for
sustaining the growth is 65∘C and the size of ZnO nanorods
is not affected once the temperature was above 75∘C. The
obtained ZnO nanorods from the optimized process were
thereafter combined with HQDs via surface modification,

forming HQD-ZnO nanocomposite. The morphology of
nanocomposite was analyzed by SEM, confirming that a
uniform layer of HQDs is coated on the surface of ZnO
nanorods (Figure 3(a)). The absorption spectra of HQD-
ZnO nanocomposite as well as pristine ZnO were measured
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(Figure 3(b)). Compared to the absorption spectrum of pris-
tine ZnO nanorods, the absorbance intensity of HQD-ZnO
nanocomposite increases remarkably, attributed to the pres-
ence of HQDs.

3.4. Photoelectrical Properties of HQD-ZnO Nanocomposite.
The I-V response of HQD-ZnO nanocomposite was also
evaluated by using similar IDE and conditions (Figure 4). It
was found that the IDE exhibited red luminescence under the
UV light due to the presence ofHQDs (Figure 4(a)). For com-
parison, the I-V measurements with pristine ZnO nanorods
were also performed (Figure 4(b)). For the pristine ZnO
nanorod, a noticeable current response is observed only
under UV illumination, which is consistent with the band
gap energy of ZnO. However, compared to the reference
sample, photocurrent intensity of HQD-ZnOnanocomposite
increased 20 times under visible illumination (Figure 4(c)).
Moreover, there was no “turn-on” behavior observed in all
the current response curves. This absence of the “turn-on”
voltage indicates that under visible illumination the excited
electrons originated within the HQDs are freely available at
the surface of CdS shell and then are easily ejected into the
ZnO nanorod, resulting in an increase of current flow even at
low bias voltages (Figure 4(d)).

4. Conclusion

In conclusion, CdSe-CdS HQDs were synthesized and fur-
ther combined with the P3HT nanofibers and ZnO nanorods
to form the HQD-P3HT and HQD-ZnO nanocomposites.
Under the low bias voltage, a “turn-on” voltage behavior
was found in the HQD-P3HT nanocomposite, indicating the
confinement of excited holes in the CdSe core. Meanwhile, a
direct increase of current response was found in the HQD-
ZnO nanocomposite, showing delocalization of electrons
in the entire CdSe-CdS HQDs. This is the first time such
direct evaluation of the spatial separation of charges is being
reported, providing concrete evidence on the carrier localiza-
tion, which has great potential to design the optoelectronic
devices in a better way.
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Gold nanoparticles bound with inositol hexaphosphate (IP
6
) (AuNPs/IP

6
) were prepared by in situ reduction of various

concentrations of IP
6
(0∼320 𝜇M) through modified Frens method for surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) detection. The

resultant AuNPs/IP
6
were subject to characterization including UV/Vis spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta potential, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The results showed that AuNPs with
65 𝜇Mof IP

6
would result in a core AuNPs-shell (IP

6
layer) structure, which exhibited the strongest SERS signal, due to the “hot spot

effect” generated from the 1-2 nm interparticle gaps of AuNPs/IP
6
nanohybrids (ionic interaction of IP

6
and Au+). Furthermore,

the reaction kinetics of Au and IP
6
were also investigated in this work. Higher concentration of IP

6
(190 and 260 𝜇M) will make

AuNPs become irregularly shaped, because IP
6
is a basic salt and served as a pH mediator. The morphology and distribution of

AuNPs were greatly improved by addition of 65𝜇M of IP
6
. This novel AuNPs/IP

6
nanohybrid showed great stability and Raman

enhancement. It is promising in the application of rapid and label-free biological detection of bacteria or tumor cells.

1. Introduction

Raman scattering was discovered by C. V. Raman in 1928 and
SERS technology was developed by Fleischman and others
in 1974 [1]. In recent years, SERS has been employed for
label-free sensing of bacteria such as Escherichia coli (E. coli)
or various molecules, exploiting its tremendous enhance-
ment of the Raman signal. Gold and silver nanoparticles are
widely used in this field [2–4], because they produce localized
surface plasma resonance (LSPR), which can increase the
intensity of the Raman signal by at least 109. Gold and silver
nanoparticles have unique optical, electrical, and magnetic
properties because of their particle size and morphology.

Therefore controlling the size and morphology is impor-
tant when synthesizing nanoparticles [5–7]. Gold and silver
nanoparticles (NPs) increaseRaman signal under specific fre-
quency because LSPR produces electromagnetic field, which
will increase the Raman signal of the absorbed molecule. If
we further limit the space between these metal nanoparticles
at 1-2 nm, it will produce “hot spot” effect, which will further
increase the intensity of the SERS signals [2–4]. Therefore
thesematerials showed promising potential in the application
of SERS [8, 9] and biosensing [10, 11].

Inositol hexaphosphate (IP
6
) is known as phytic acid

sodium salt, a naturally derived material. It could be used
to prepare oral cleansing agent, water treatment agent, food
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Scheme 1: Schematic figure of core-shell structure of AuNPs/IP
6
nanohybrids.

additive, and so on because of its nontoxic and natural
properties [12]. The structure of IP

6
contains six phosphate

acid groups (negatively charged) which are able to link
with metal particles and have good absorption capability.
Therefore we will employ IP

6
as a tunable cross linker (or

spacer) to obtain AuNPs with a distance between each other
at 1-2 nm.

In this work, AuNPswere produced by a procedure devel-
oped by Frens et al. in 1973 using sodium citrate to reduce
HAuCl

4
to produce monodispersed AuNPs. In this present

work, IP
6
was added during the reduction procedure and its

adsorption onto the AuNPs led to the final product AuNPs/
IP
6
. The final product will be further tested in the application

of SERS for detecting microorganism Staphylococcus aureus.

2. Experimental Procedure

2.1. Materials. Inositol hexaphosphate (IP
6
), sodium citrate

dihydrate (Na
3
Ct⋅2H

2
O), hydrogen tetrachloroaurate (III)

trihydrate (HAuCl
4
⋅3H
2
O), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH)

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Nitric acid (HNO
3
)

was purchased from Scharlau, Spain. Silicon oil was pur-
chased from Choneye Pure Chemical. Luria-Bertani (LB)
broth was purchased from Difco. Bacteriological agar was
obtained from Oxoid Ltd., UK. All glassware was cleaned
with aqua-regia and rinsed with deionized water prior to the
experiment. Staphylococcus aureus was obtained from Super
Laboratory Co., Taiwan.

2.2. Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticles. The gold nanoparticles
were synthesized on the basis of the method developed by
Frens et al. Table 1 lists the solution for preparing AuNPs/IP

6

by mixing 0.01% HAuCl
4
with 1.0mM IP

6
stock solution.

When the solutions were boiling for 10min, 3.5mL of 1%

Table 1: The solution compositions for the preparation of
HAuCl4/IP6.

Sample 0.01% HAuCl4 (mL) 1mM IP6 (mL) H2O (mL)
A0 70 0 35
A1 70 2.8 32.2
A2 70 7 28
A3 70 14 21
A4 70 21 14
A5 70 28 7
A6 70 35 0

sodium citrate was then added drop wisely. During the
reaction, the color of the solution turned from light yellow
color to brick red color. The reaction completed when the
color no longer changed and the final solution result was
referred to here as gold colloids. The samples of HAuCl

4
/IP
6

solutions were analyzed using TEM and DLS as described
in the following section. Scheme 1 depicts the core-shell
structure of AuNPs/IP

6
nanohybrids.

2.3. Reaction Time for HAuCl
4
/IP
6
Solutions. The reaction

time of the gold colloids is the time required for the reaction
of HAuCl

4
and IP

6
to be completed when the color no longer

changes. The exhausted time for HAuCl
4
was monitored

according to the way developed by Ji et al. [13]. Temporal
evolution of HAuCl

4
was obtained by measuring the pH 10

times before the exhaustion of HAuCl
4
with IP

6
and initial

reaction rate was also obtained.

2.4. TEM of the AuNPS of the Gold Colloids. An aliquot of
5 𝜇L of the gold colloids described in Section 2.2 was placed
on the copper grid and dried in the autoclave. Afterwards,
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Table 2: Wavelength and absorbance of AuNPs/IP6 in different concentrations of IP6.

Sample [IP6]
(𝜇M) Wavelength 1 (nm) Wavelength 2 (nm) Absorbance 1 Absorbance 2

A0 0 525 — 0.63 —
A1 26 524 — 0.66 —
A2 65 526 — 0.67 —
A3 130 534 — 0.59 —
A4 190 549 648 0.48 0.49
A5 260 549 725 0.35 0.32
A6 320 534 655 0.34 0.21

they were placed in a copper grid box and analyzed using
TEM (H7650, Hitachi, Japan) for the size distribution (diam-
eter) and morphology of AuNPs.

2.5. Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) of the Gold Colloids. The
gold colloids (1mL) were placed in a DLS cuvette followed by
sonicating for 5 s beforeDLS (NanoZS,Malvern Instruments,
UK) analysis. Each sample was analyzed 3 times.

2.6. SERS Measurements of AuNPs/IP
6
. Raman microscope

(HR800, Horiba, Japan) with He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) was
used to detect the presence of S. aureus (ATCC 6538P).
50𝜇L of the varied AuNPs/IP

6
and 50 𝜇L of S. aureus (1 ×

105 cfu/mL grown for 18 h at 37∘C) were placed in 1.5mL
microcentrifuge tubes and mixed well. Then 5 𝜇L of each
sample was dropped on the aluminum sheet. Raman spectra
in the range of 600 and 900 cm−1 were evaluated for these
6 samples. Intensity of the Raman signal at 733 cm−1 (SERS
signal from the cell wall of S. aureus) for the samples was
further investigated, as shown in Figure 8.

2.7. Characterization Analysis of AuNPs/IP
6
. The interaction

between AuNPs and IP
6
samples were analyzed by X-ray

photoelectron spectroscope (XPS, VG ESCA Scientific,Theta
Probe) and surface electric properties of AuNPs/IP

6
samples

were analyzed by zeta potential analyzer (Nano S90, Malvern
Instruments) as described below.

3. Results and Discussions

3.1. Characterization of AuNPs. LSPR wavelength and colors
of solutions displayed different pattern of adsorption as
shown in Figure 1. Gold colloids of various IP

6
concentrations

displayed various colors (Figures 1(a)–1(g)). Solutions A0
to A2 displayed brick red color or high concentration of
AuNPs, A3 exhibited purple red color, A4 and A5 dis-
played blue color, and A6 showed purple color. UV/Vis
spectroscopy showed a strong single absorption peak of
the AuNPs/IP

6
and absorbed wavelength of the major peak

gradually increases (red-shift) from 525 nm (A0) to 534 nm
(A3) (Table 2; Figures 1(a) to 1(c)), implying that the diameter
of the spherical AuNPs was about 30 nm and the color of
Au colloids is brick red. Moreover, the peaks of A1 and A3
were sharper than the peak of A0; thereby the morphology
and diameter of AuNPs are more homogeneous than AuNPs
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Figure 1: Effect of IP
6
concentration on the color of AuNPs/IP

6

solutions. (a) A0, (b) A1, (c) A2, (d) A3, (e) A4, (f) A5, (g) A6, and
(h) UV/Visible spectra.

without IP
6
. Figures 1(e) and 1(f) showed 2 peaks and implied

that AuNPs display anisotropic structures.The first peak with
lower wavelength was fraction of transverse absorption and
the second peak with higher wavelength was longitudinal
absorption. Further analysis by TEM also confirmed that
both of them are irregular shaped AuNPs.
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Table 3: Dependence of exhausted time of HAuCl4/IP6 on the
concentration of IP6.

Sample [IP6]
(𝜇M)

Exhausted time
(min.) pH

A1 26 12 3.51
A2 65 20 3.73
A3 130 30 4.42
A4 190 80 6.05
A5 260 150 7.29
A6 320 310 8.72

3.2. DLS Analysis of the Gold Colloids. DLS measurements of
the particle diameter from A0, A1, and A2 were 32.52 ± 5.37,
31.68 ± 1.43, and 31.32 ± 0.97 nm, respectively (Figure 2).
This result agreed with the results of UV/Vis spectra for being
spherical shaped. Since the smallest standard deviation of
the particle diameter was from A2, the AuNPs with 65 𝜇M
of IP
6
showed more uniform morphology and diameter

as compared to the traditional process of thermal citrate
reduction method without addition of IP

6
.

3.3. TEM Analysis of the Gold Colloids. The IP
6
layer can

clearly be observable in Figures 3(b) and 3(c), especially in
Figure 3(c) for A2. There are two absorption peaks shown in
samples A4 andA5 (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)); the second absorp-
tion peak was observed at 648 and 725 nm, respectively. This
indicates that AuNPs/IP

6
formed irregular structures [14–16],

which was also observable in the TEM images (Figures 3(e)
and 3(f)). There are many oval and prism shaped AuNPs.
TEM andDLS results showed that the irregular nanoparticles
were observed as the concentrations of IP

6
increased from

190 𝜇M to 260𝜇M. The morphology of AuNPs changed
to spherical structures again when the concentrations of
IP
6
reached 320 𝜇M, which displays a small second peak at

655 nm and just little irregular shaped AuNPs were found.

3.4. Exhausted Time and Initial Reaction Rate of Gold Colloids.
Thereasonwhy themorphology ofAuNPs became irregularly
shaped when the concentration of IP

6
reaches 190 and

260 𝜇M was because IP
6
is a basic salt and served as a “pH

mediator.” It can change the pH of auric acid solutions,
leading to the growth of irregular shaped AuNPs. Higher
concentration of IP

6
caused the pH of the solution to increase

and [AuCl
4
]− is converted to a less reactive [AuCl

𝑥
(OH)
4−𝑥

]−.
Therefore at higher pH, [OH−] will increase and react
with [AuCl

4
]−, forming a less reactive [AuCl

𝑥
(OH)
4−𝑥

]−
substance. Therefore higher concentration IP

6
will cause the

exhausted time of HAuCl
4
/IP
6
to increase. As shown in

Figure 4 and Table 3, the exhausted time increased greatly
with the addition of 190 and 260 𝜇M of IP

6
, as compared to

the addition of the 26∼130 𝜇Mof IP
6
.The calculationmethod

for temporal evolution curve of HAuCl
4
concentration used

at least eight concentration points for each reaction into a
Taylor expansion polynomial (average𝑅-squared value for all
reactions in Figure 4 is 98%) [17]. The formation of irregular
shaped AuNPs is probably caused by the following: (1) AuCl
under high concentration of IP

6
was not reactive enough to

produce AuNPs and might go through nucleation twice to
cause aggregation; (2) IP

6
attached to specific surface of Au

seeds and induced AuCl to grow on the specific surface of Au
seeds leading to the formation of irregular AuNPs.

Figure 5 shows that with the addition of 26 and 65 𝜇M
of IP
6
, the initial reaction rate was much faster as com-

pared to 0 𝜇M of IP
6
; therefore HAuCl

4
can be exhausted

immediately to develop spherical shaped AuNPs. With the
addition of 190 and 260𝜇M of IP

6
, the initial reaction rate

was slower than those of 0∼130 𝜇M of IP
6
, because the

reactivity of auric salt decreased with the increasing of pH
of the solution [18, 19] due to increase of IP

6
concentration.

With the addition of 320 𝜇M of IP
6
, the initial reaction

rate was very low and the extremely slow reaction rate
caused the formation of some spherical shaped AuNPs once
again.

Figure 6 illustrates our hypotheses explaining the effect
of IP

6
concentration on the morphology of AuNPs. 26

and 65 𝜇M of IP
6
caused the reaction to develop faster as

compared to formation of AuNPs without the addition of IP
6
.

With the addition of 190 and 260 𝜇M of IP
6
, the formation

of AuNPs is slow along with formation of irregular shaped
AuNPs as mentioned in Section 3.4. When the concentra-
tions of IP

6
were increased to 320 𝜇M, some AuNPs spherical

structures were formed (Figure 3(g)). This is because of
extreme slow reaction rate causing Au seeds to form slowly
and therefore there is less formation of second nucleation or
aggregation of AuNPs.
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in different concentrations of IP

6
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3.5. SERSApplication of AuNPs/IP
6
. Figure 7 shows the SERS

spectra of S. aureus using AuNPs/IP
6
. The SERS peak at

733 cm−1 was from the cell wall of S. aureus and the strongest
enhancement was observed for A2 as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7 also shows that A2 exhibits the strongest SERS
intensity, which was 280040 ± 74600 and was about 40 times
that of A0 (7705 ± 3295). Therefore the AuNPs reduced
with the presence of 65𝜇M of IP

6
would enhance the SERS

signal more than that without the addition of IP
6
. This is

also confirmed with the TEM images in Figure 3, where the
addition of 65 𝜇M of IP

6
produced most visible IP

6
layer

formed on the surface of AuNPs. This core-shell structure
not only made AuNPs disperse well but also led to a specific
distance of 1-2 nm between AuNPs. This is the reason why
A2 greatly increased the intensity of the Raman signal by
detecting S. aureus.
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3.5.1. Zeta Potential and XPS Analysis of AuNPs/IP
6
. The

interaction between AuNPs and IP
6
was further investigated

by zeta potential and XPS analysis, as shown in Figure 10.
Figure 9 shows that the zeta potential decreased from −42.9±
2.15 to −54.83 ± 1.22mV when the concentrations of IP

6

increased from 0 to 65 𝜇M. Thus the negative charge on the

surface of AuNPs increased with increasing IP
6
concentra-

tions and higher IP
6
will inducemore IP

6
molecules absorbed

on the surface of AuNPs. XPS analysis showed 0.4 eV and
0.3 eV binding energy shifting of Au

7/2
(84.5 to 84.9) and

Au
5/2

(88.1 to 88.4) from 0𝜇M to 65 𝜇M of IP
6
addition,

respectively. This showed that IP
6
interacted with Au+ NPs
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by electrostatic force. Therefore, IP
6
definitely formed a layer

on the surface of AuNPs with 65𝜇M of IP
6
. This layer not

only controlled the interparticle gaps of AuNPs within 1-2 nm
from each other but also produced huge “hot spots” effect
which greatly increased the Raman intensity of the sample
molecules.

Zeta potential and XPS analysis indicated that 65 𝜇M
of IP
6
was an ideal concentration leading to formation

of IP
6
layer on the surface of AuNPs. The IP

6
layer not

only kept AuNPs within a specific interparticle distance (1-
2 nm) by ionic force, it also increased dispersion of AuNPs.
On the other hand, irregular AuNPs or prismatic AuNPs
formed with 190 𝜇M and 260 𝜇M of IP

6
. Thus in addition to

improve the monodispersity of these anisotropic structures,
irregular AuNPs can also be produced by adjusting the IP

6

concentration.
In summary, A2 showed more uniform morphology and

diameter as compared to A0. A2 exhibited nanoscale inter-
particle gaps (1-2 nm) between AuNPs, thereby producing
very huge “hot spots” effect, leading to greater enhancement

of SERS signal. This is a convenient way to fabricate well-
dispersed AuNPs, which exhibited interparticle distance of
∼1-2 nm, while providing excellent biocompatibility. There-
fore, 65 𝜇M of IP

6
bound to AuNPs has great potential for

further industrial application of SERS biosensing of bacteria
or cancer cells.

4. Conclusion

The core-shell structure of AuNPs/IP
6
nanohybrids was

successfully in situ synthesized by modified Frens method,
which was applied in the rapid SERS detection of bacte-
ria. In particular, by reducing HAuCl

4
in 65 𝜇M of IP

6
,

the morphology and distribution of AuNPs were greatly
improved as compared to the AuNPs without IP

6
. Further-

more, AuNPs formed in 65 𝜇M of IP
6
exhibited enormous

“hot spots” effect, leading to greater enhancement of SERS
signal. Thus, our works demonstrated a convenient way to
fabricate well-dispersed AuNPs that can induce outstanding
SERS enhancement that is applicable for label-free detection
and biodetection of microbes and cancerous cells.
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Understanding the chemical and physical properties of core/shell nanocrystal quantum dots (QDs) is key for their use in light-
emission applications. In this paper, a single-step injection-free scalable synthetic method is applied to prepare high-quality
core/shell QDs with emission wavelengths of 544 nm, 601 nm, and 634 nm. X-ray absorption fine structure spectra are used to
determine the core/shell structure of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots. Moreover, theoretical XANES spectra calculated by FEFF.8.20 are
used to determine the structure of Se and S compounds. The QD samples displayed nearly spherical shapes with diameters of
approximately 3.4± 0.5 nm (634 nm), 4.5± 0.4 nm (601 nm), and 5.5± 0.5 nm (544 nm). With XANES results andMS calculations,
it is indicated that sphalerite ZnS capped with organic sulfur ligands should be the shell structure. Wurtzite CdSe is the main core
structure with a Cd-Se bond length of 2.3 Å without phase shift. This means that different emission wavelengths are only due to
the crystal size with single-step injection-free synthesis.Therefore, single-step injection-free synthesis could generate a nearly ideal
core/shell structure of CdSe/ZnS QDs capped with an organic sulfur ligand.

1. Introduction

Over the last 30 years, a significant amount of research has
been reported regarding quantum dot (QD) synthesis. The
fundamental physical properties and potential applications of
quantum dots include multiplexed labeling and tracking of
cells or molecules in a biological environment, downshifting
light for color engineering in solid-state lighting, illumination
and displays, and single-photon sources. Among various
semiconductor materials, CdSe has been most extensively
studied because its size-dependent photoluminescence is
tunable across the visible spectrum [1–5], but it is insuffi-
ciently stable and is sensitive to the processing conditions
and the environment [6, 7]. To address these disadvantages,
scientists have focused on the development of core/shell QDs,
which incorporate a shell of wider band gap semiconductor
materials around the QD cores [8–13]. These core/shell
QDs have been shown to be generally more robust against
chemical degradation and photooxidation [14–17].

Knowledge of the chemical and physical properties of
semiconductor nanocrystals is a key issue in understanding
the mechanisms of the dots formation and their position
correlations. Many techniques have been used to determine
information on their structural properties and ordering
phenomena [18–21]. Element sensitive transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) studies have provided information
about the CdSe core structure and the surrounding ZnSe
shells [22]. The CdSe/ZnS core/shell structure was eluci-
dated using high-resolution TEM/STEM [20, 23]. The struc-
ture of core/shell/shell CdSe/ZnSe/ZnS QDs was also stud-
ied using photoluminescence spectroscopy [24]. Recently,
the structural evolution of the interfaces in CdSe/CdS
and CdSe/Cd

0.5
Zn
0.5
S colloidal QDs was investigated using

surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy [25]. However, not all
of these techniques can reveal structural properties. Because
of the small scattering volume of CdSe/ZnS QDs, it is not
possible to obtain any information using high-resolution X-
ray diffraction (HRXRD). Therefore, the understanding of
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the local structure of these QDs and their environments is
still rudimentary.

X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) [26–
28] and extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS)
[29, 30] are sensitive to the oxidation state/site symmetry
of elements and to the local structure around a selected
atom.Recently, the core/shell structure ofCdSexS1−xQDswas
explored using XANES and EXAFS [31]. The local structure
of CdSe/ZnSe QDs was analyzed using EXAFS and diffrac-
tion anomalous fine structure (DAFS). XANES is largely a
fingerprint for the oxidation state and site symmetry of an ele-
ment.Meanwhile, theoretical XANES spectrawere calculated
using the ab initiomultiple-scattering code FEFF8.20 [32, 33].
Comparing the theoretical spectra with the experimental
spectra can reveal detailed structural information aboutQDs.
Therefore, we use both XAFS experimental data and XANES
theoretical calculations to probe the fine structure of QDs
obtained from a single-step injection-free synthesis.

In the previous work [12], we developed a single-step
injection-free synthesis of high-quality core/shell QDs. We
considered the QDs structure to be CdSe/ZnxCd1−xS. How-
ever, it is difficult to collect detailed structural information
using conventional test methods. In this paper, the structural
information of QDs is confirmed using EXAFS and XANES
with MS calculations.

2. Experiment Section

2.1. Chemicals. Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.99%), selenium
powder (Se, 100 mesh, 99.5%), zinc nitrate hexahydrate
(Zn(NO

3
)
2
⋅6H
2
O, 98%), zinc acetate (Zn(OAc)

2
, 99.99%),

sulfur powder (S, 99.98%), stearic acid (SA, 95%), and 1-
octadecene (ODE, 90%) were purchased from Aldrich.

2.2. QD Synthesis. TheQDs were synthesized using a modifi-
cation of Zhang’smethod [12]. First, CdO (0.205 g, 1.6mmol),
Zn(NO

3
)
2
⋅6H
2
O (0.238 g, 0.8mmol), Se (0.032 g, 0.4mmol),

and S (0.026 g, 0.8mmol) were added to a solution of TOP
and SA in 20mL of 1-octadecene (ODE) in a 100-mL three-
necked flask, which was fitted with a heating mantle, a
condenser, and a temperature probe. Then, the mixture was
heated to 250∘C at a heating rate of 20–40∘C/min under a
nitrogen atmosphere.

QDs with an emission wavelength of 544 nm were
obtained by adding 0.3mL TOP and 1.14 g (4mmol) SA.
QDs with an emission wavelength of 601 nm were obtained
by adding 0.4mL TOP and 1.71 g (6mmol) SA. QDs with
an emission wavelength of 534 nm were obtained by adding
3.0mL TOP and 0.99 g (3.5mmol) SA and substituting
Zn(NO

3
)
2
with Zn(OAc)

2
.

2.3. Characterization. Photoluminescence spectra (PL spec-
tra) were obtained using an LS-45 (PerkinElmer) fluo-
rescence spectrophotometer. Transmission electron micros-
copy (TEM) and high-resolution transmission electron mic-
roscopy (HRTEM) images were acquired using a field emis-
sion TEM (a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 S-Twin, 200 kV).

X-ray absorption fine spectroscopy (XAFS) data for the
Se and Cd K-edge were collected on Beamline BL14W1 at
the Shanghai Synchrotron Radiation Facility (SSRF). The
incident radiation was filtered using a Si (311) double-
crystal monochromator with a suppression mirror system
for focusing and harmonic rejection. All data were taken in
transmission mode using an Oxford ion gas chamber. The Se
K-edge spectra were calibrated by defining the zero crossing
point of the second derivative of the XANES spectra for the
Se reference foils as 12658 eV, and the Cd K-edge spectra
were calibrated by defining the zero crossing point of the
second derivative of the XANES spectra for the Cd reference
foil as 26711 eV. The S K-edge X-ray absorption near edge
structure (XANES) spectra were collected on Beamline 4B7A
at the Beijing Synchronization Radiation Facility (BSRF).The
sulfur K-edge spectrum of the QDs was obtained using a
double-crystal monochromator (DCM) and recorded in X-
ray fluorescence yield (XFY) mode. The XAFS and XANES
data were analyzed using the IFEFFIT software [34], and the
cluster size dependence was determined using the ab initio
multiple-scattering code FEFF8.20 [32, 33].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Optical Properties. The nanocrystal quantum dots
(QDs) were synthesized using the single-step injection-free
approach, as shown in Figure 1(a), which produced high-
quality core/shell QDs [12]. The detailed procedures are
described in the materials and methods. Briefly, CdO,
Zn(NO

3
)
2
, Se, and S were combined in an ODE solution

con-taining TOP and SA at room temperature and then
heated to 250∘C under stirring. As shown in Figures 1(b)-1(c),
the three samples have different colors under a UV lamp with
emission wavelengths of 544 nm (green), 601 nm (yellow),
and 634 nm (red). The symmetric and narrow band edge PL
emission peak in the PL spectra indicates that the particle
sizes and shapes are nearly uniform [12].

3.2. Morphology of Obtained QDs. The characterization of
QD samples with three different emission wavelengths was
performed using TEM and HRTEM, as shown in Figure 2.
At different growth stages, the QD samples displayed nearly
spherical shapes with diameters of approximately 3.4±0.5 nm
(634 nm), 4.5 ± 0.4 nm (601 nm), and 5.5 ± 0.5 nm (544 nm).

3.3. Structural Characterization of the QDs. To understand
the relationship between the structure and the variation in the
optical properties of the threeQDs samples, X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) was employed. X-ray absorption near
edge structure (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) data reduction was conducted using
standard procedures [35]. XANES is largely a fingerprint for
the oxidation state and site symmetry of the elements.

The SK-edge XANES spectra were collected to determine
the S compounds in the QD samples. Figure 3(a) shows the S
K-edge XANES spectra of the threeQDswith emissionwave-
lengths of 544 nm, 601 nm, and 634 nm. Two strong peaks
are observed in the S K-edge spectra of the three samples.
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Figure 3: (a)The SK-edge XANES spectra of three obtainedQDswith emission wavelengths of 544 nm (green), 601 nm (yellow), and 634 nm
(red), and MS calculations of S K-edge XANES spectra in sphalerite ZnS (b) and wurtzite CdS (c) for different atomic clusters.

The first peak (A) is at approximately 2472 eV with two small
shoulder peaks (2474 eV and 2476 eV), and the second peak
(D) is at approximately 2482 eV. This strong peak, indicated
by the white line, arises from the 1s to 3p transition. The
white-line energy shift is closely related to the oxidation state
of sulfur. The energy shift of the white line in the S K-edge
XANES spectra shows a nearly linear dependence on the
oxidation state and varies by approximately 12.0 eV from S−2
to S+6 [36]. Thus, the first peak (A) in our samples might
incorporate contributions from S−2, while the second peak
(D) comes from S+4 or S+6. The possible sulfur compounds
in S−2 are ZnS, CdS, and ZnxCd1−xS, but it is difficult to
distinguish these three sulfur compounds in the S K-edge
XANES spectra. Additionally, organic sulfur ligands with
sulfur in the S+4 or S+6 state cap the QDs.

To distinguish the structure of S in the obtained QD
samples, we performed MS calculations of the S K-edge
XANES in sphalerite ZnS (Figure 3(b)) andCdS (Figure 3(c))
using different clusters [37]. For ZnS, using a central sulfur
atom, the first shell contains only four coordinated zinc
atoms and makes only a small contribution to the features
of the spectrum. The 17-atom cluster gives rise to the white-
line peak A, demonstrating the influence of the relatively
strong backscattering of the S−2 ions [38]. Features B and
C were reproduced using clusters larger than 99 atoms,
which include atoms up to 6 ́Å from the central sulfur
atom, indicating that these peaks arise from “medium-range”
contributions. There is a white peak A and a shoulder peak
B/C in the SK-edgeXANES spectra, which indicates that ZnS
should be a major component of the samples. The zinc-blend
structure of CdS is stable at room temperature but transforms
to the wurtzite phase above 95 ± 5∘C [31]. Therefore, we

performed MS calculations of the S K-edge XANES in the
wurtzite phase of CdS. For CdS, with a central sulfur atom,
the first shell contains only four coordinated cadmium atoms
and only makes a small contribution to the features of the
spectrum. Prepeak A, the white-line peak B, and shoulder
peak C were produced in clusters larger than 92 atoms.
Therefore, no prepeak A or shoulder peak C was observed in
the SK-edgeXANES spectra of theQDsamples. Additionally,
the white-line peak in CdS is in almost the same position as
ZnS. Thus, we suggest that no CdS compounds exist in the
obtained samples.

The Cd K-edge XANES spectra were also collected to
determine the Cd compounds in the QD samples. Figure 4
shows the Fourier transform (FT) magnitudes of the 𝑘2-
weighted 𝜒(k) function using a Kaiser-Bessel window and the
k-range of 2.8–10.5 for all samples. There are two peaks at
approximately 1.7 Å and 2.3 Å without a phase shift. Based on
previous results [21, 31, 39–41], the Cd-Se bond has a peak
between 2.0 and 3.2 Å in the Cd K-edge RSF function. In
our results, there is a peak at approximately 2.3 Å without a
phase shift, which was confirmed to be from the Cd-Se bond.
Furthermore, there is a strong peak at approximately 1.7 Å
without a phase shift,which can be ascribed to theCd-Obond
of TOPO-Cd [42]. In the case of the Cd : Se = 4 : 1 system, the
extra Cd atoms cap the CdSe with TOPO attached to both
free Cd and CdSe. Meanwhile, as the concentrations of TOP
and SA increase, the Cd-O peak intensity decreases gradually,
and the Cd-Se peak intensity simultaneously increases, which
implies that higher TOP and SA concentrations facilitate
the conversion of TOPO-Cd into CdSe. Based on the above
results, the CdSe is considered the core of the obtained QDs
and has a wurtzite structure. The Cd atoms are located at
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Figure 4: The magnitude of the Fourier transform (FT) of the 𝑘2-weighted experimental EXAFS data of three obtained QDs with emission
wavelengths of 544 nm (green), 601 nm (yellow), and 634 nm (red).
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Figure 5: (a) The Se K-edge XANES spectra of three obtained QDs with emission wavelengths of 544 nm (green), 601 nm (yellow), and
634 nm (red), and (b) MS calculations of Se K-edge XANES spectra in wurtzite CdSe for different atomic clusters.

the tetrahedral sites of a face-centered cubic structure that
consists of Se atoms.

The white lines and intensities in the Se K-edge XANES
spectra of theQD samples (Figure 5(a)) are similar, indicating
that the Se compounds in the three samples are nearly
identical. With previous work [8, 43–45], we considered that
CdSe was the only compound for element Se in the QD
samples. To distinguish the scattering contributions from the
different coordination shells of CdSe, which has a wurtzite
structure above 95 ± 5∘C [46], MS calculations of the Se K-
edge XANES spectra were performed using different clusters,
as shown in Figure 5(b). The results indicate that the XANES
spectra for the 5-atom and 17-atom clusters with one and two
shells are significantly different from the 29-atom cluster and
larger clusters with more than three shells. Compared with
the XANES spectra of three samples, the results indicate that
the QDs samples have more than 47 atoms, and the small
clusters are in wurtzite structures.

Three QD samples with different emission wavelengths
were obtained using the single-step injection-free synthesis.
CdSe compounds with the narrowest band gap of 2.25 eV
[47, 48] exist in the center of the QD samples as the
core structures. Meanwhile, ZnS compounds comprised the
shell structures. Furthermore, the CdSe core structure has a
wurtzite structure with a Cd-Se bond length of 2.3 Å without
phase shift, and the ZnS has a sphalerite structure. The
core structure and shell structure are almost identical for
the three different QD samples, which might be caused by
the reaction stages. The single-step injection-free synthesis
method combines all of the reactants in an ODE solution,
which is then heated to 250∘C with stirring. When the
temperature is greater than 95 ± 5∘C, CdSe exists only in
the wurtzite phase. Based on this synthetic method, it can be
concluded that the change in the QD emission wavelength
is only caused by the size change due to the TOP and
SA concentrations. Therefore, the single-step injection-free
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synthesis can generate a nearly ideal core/shell structure of
CdSe/ZnSQDs capped with sulfur organic ligands, and it can
tune the emission wavelength from violet to near infrared.

4. Conclusions

A single-step injection-free scalable synthetic method was
used to prepare core/shell QDs with different emission
wavelengths. The core/shell structure of the QDs with
three different emission wavelengths (544 nm, 601 nm, and
644 nm) was performed using EXAFS and XANES with
MS calculations. The structure of the CdSe (core) and ZnS
(shell) in the three QD samples is nearly identical. The
XAFS results show that CdSe is the main core component
with a wurtzite structure and a Cd-Se bond length of 2.3 Å
without phase shift. They also indicate that the ZnS has a
sphalerite structure, and the shell structure is capped with
organic sulfur ligands with sulfur in the S+4 or S+6 state.
Based on this synthetic method, it could be concluded that
the changes in the QD emission wavelengths are only caused
by the size changes of the nanocrystal, due to the TOP and
SA concentrations. Therefore, this single-step injection-free
synthesis could generate nearly ideal core/shell CdSe/ZnS
QDs capped with organic sulfur ligands.
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